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Abstract: Improving the development level of tourism service facilities in historic areas of old
cities and realizing the sustainable tourism are important strategies for urban historical protection,
economic development, and cultural rejuvenation. Districts at different tourism development stages
show different characteristics of tourism service facilities. This study collects location-based service
data and uses space syntax to identify the correlation between the distribution of tourism service
facilities and street networks, which helps decision-makers to optimize the spatial layout of tourism
facilities in the planning of historic areas. Taking the southern historic area of Nanjing, China, as an
example, this is an area with a rich collection of cultural heritage and many historic districts, and
the study reveals that the areas with strongest street agglomeration and best accessibility, as well
as the districts with most mature tourism development, are the core of the tourism facilities. The
agglomeration of transportation and accommodation facilities should be set at the traffic nodes as
much as possible due to the highest correlation with the street network. Instead, the entertainment,
catering, and shopping facilities can be set in the nontraffic node areas under the premise of ensuring
good traffic accessibility owing to the insignificantly relationship with the street network. The
research results can be used as an important reference for urban decision-makers regarding the
planning of historic areas.

Keywords: location-based service data; kernel density estimation; pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient; agglomeration; historic area of old cities

1. Introduction

Tourism sustainability is an extension of the concept of sustainable tourism devel-
opment. It is not only a long-term goal but also a dynamically changing concept [1,2].
Compared with the development of conventional industries, the development of tourism
is more conductive to the sustainable development of urban society, environment, and
culture [3]. The old city of Taierzhuang in China vigorously developed its tourism in-
dustry, which offset the impact of the industrial decline caused by resource depletion on
the national economy [4]. Nowadays, more and more cities in the world combine the
cultural heritage to develop tourism, which can not only realize economic value, but also
promote the unique cultural and social identity of residents and tourists to the cities [5].
This way of using cultural heritage as a tourism resource is called the heritage tourism. To
be specific, the cultural heritage includes not only the tangible cultural heritage such as
monuments, and groups of buildings and sites [6], but also the intangible heritage elements
such as practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, and skills [7]. Compared with
that of other tourism, a reasonable and appropriate development of heritage tourism can
enhance the core competitiveness of the city and is an important means for its sustainable
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development. According to the Charter for Sustainable Tourism, cultural heritage and
traditional elements and activities should be integrated to formulate a sustainable tourism
development strategy [8]. Tourism based on cultural resources can not only protect and
perpetuate the historical values of cultural resources, but also bring sustained economic
benefits, thereby achieving sustainable economic development [9]. The historic areas of old
cities (hereafter referred to as “historic areas”) are the origin of cities’ histories, cultures,
social development, and structures, and are the core manifestation of cultural heritage. The
sustainability of the historic area is crucial to the livability, the development of tourism
economy, and the social cohesion of the city [10–12]. Countries with established cultural
backgrounds such as Italy, Germany, and Spain endeavored to develop cultural heritage
and the revival of historic areas [13]. On the one hand, historic areas can maintain their
historical and cultural values by enacting relevant laws to protect architectural heritage [14]
or establishing relevant organizations to implement cultural projects to protect historical
heritage [15]. On the other hand, the central area should be renovated to improve environ-
mental quality, and integrated with the strong and active part of heritage development,
i.e., holiday tourism and cultural tourism, to support the development of commercial and
industrial economy [16]. The protection of historical heritage and the improvement of
tourism level complement each other. Therefore, identifying the cultural value and tourist
potential of historic areas, developing cultural heritage rationally, and developing cultural
tourism to realize the values of cultural capital are crucial to urban economy, social and
cultural rejuvenation, and environmental restoration.

The systematic analysis of the spatial characteristics of the historic area is the research
focus of Sustainable Heritage Tourism [17]. The street network of the historic area is a
major factor for the expression of its spatial characteristics [18]. In addition to facilitating
transportation, streets are public spaces that enable economic and social activities [19].
Numerous studies were conducted on the relationship between the spatial pattern of
commercial activities and urban street structure, and a consensus was reached on this
topic. For example, Wu (2013) analyzed the spatial association between the distribution
of attractions and shops in tourist destination and the street networks based on the field
survey data using the Space Syntax and Kernel density estimation methods [20]. Han
et al. (2019) used the Kernel density estimation method to study the correlation and
distribution pattern of the commercial space and the urban street networks structure [16].
Based on the above spatial analysis of the relationship between commercial facilities and
streets using the Space Syntax and Kernel density estimation methods, this study adopted
the least-squares method to further verify the strength of correlation between tourism
service facilities and street networks in historic areas from the perspective of the strength
of correlation affecting the optimal layout planning of facilities. However, few studies
were conducted on tourist service facilities, particularly those in historic areas. Because
historic areas feature numerous traditional streets and architectural remains, historical
preservation considerably restricts tourism development. If tourism is overdeveloped,
tourism facilities will be overdeveloped, too. A large number of tourists exceeds the
carrying capacity of historic areas, and the areas become over-commercialized [21]. In
addition, tourism also harms the lifestyle and value system of residents [22]. Excessive
tourism development has negative impacts on heritage protection. To strike a balance
between historical preservation and tourism development in historic areas, the effect of
street networks on the establishment of tourist service facilities must be considered. Thus,
the distribution of new tourist service facilities in the historic areas can be planned, and the
street network structure can be perfected, providing a reference for optimizing resource
distribution and enabling sustainable urban development.

This case study focused on the southern historic area of the old Nanjing city, China.
Nanjing, whose history exceeds 2500 years, is one of the four oldest cities in China [23]. The
southern historic area is a residential zone with Confucius Temple as its center, delineated
by Hongwu Emperor of the Ming Dynasty, during which Nanjing was the capital of
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China [24]. In 2006, city renovation and renewal and tourism projects were commenced in
the southern historic area [25].

2. Literature Review
2.1. LBS Data: Quantification of Tourism Service Facilities

Most studies on tourist service facilities have focused on specific service categories,
such as entertainment [26] and hotels [27]. Following the rapid evolution of location-based
service technology, location-based service (LBS) data, such as points of interest (POIs), can
be directly accessed online [28]. An increasing number of practical activities employed LBS
data in various city space [29]. Based on the geographical location data of mobile phone
users on LBS Platform, Baidu heat map (obtained through Baidu Map APP) describes the
distribution of people in real-time through different color blocks superimposed on the
network map [30].

POIs are abstract points that indicate various geographic entities, such as communities,
schools, shops, and tourist attractions. POI data include the geographic information of
these entities such as names, latitude and longitude coordinates, and attributes. Compared
with conventional location data, most of which exhibit few sample sizes, limited sources,
low accuracy, and low accessibility, POI data exhibit comprehensive sample sizes, wide
coverage, high positioning accuracy, and high accessibility. POIs accurately reflect and
predict the relationship between human activities and cities’ functions and spatial envi-
ronments [31]. POI application became a trend in human settlement studies and practices,
such as urban planning and design. For example, POIs were employed to acquire and
identify functional areas in cities [31], identify built-up areas [32], and delimit the scope of
urban agglomeration [33]. Most city tourism studies that applied POIs focused on tourists’
preferences or on the spatial distributions of specific types of tourist service facilities, such
as tourism route planning [34], personalized travel recommendations [35], and the spa-
tial distribution of city hotels [27] according to tourist-preferred POIs. POIs were rarely
employed in quantitative studies on the tourism service facilities in historic areas.

In addition to spatial location data, Pop et al. (2017) used a descriptive statistical
analysis method to conduct a spatial-temporal study on the registered urban tourist accom-
modation facilities in the urban areas of Romania [36]. Zhang et al. (2020) used GDP and
population index forecast data to determine the optimal layout and quantity of Tourism
Highway Camp Service Facilities [37]. However, the essence of no matter the emerging
spatial location data analysis or the mathematical analysis of traditional data, is to study
the space and quantity, thereby realizing the optimization or reasonable planning of the
layout of tourist service facilities.

2.2. Street Network Structure and Space Syntax

Street network structures can be examined using space syntax. First proposed by Bill
Hillier in the late 1970s and early 1980s, space syntax is used in quantitative studies on
the relationship between urban spatial organization and human social activities [38,39].
The axis method, which is a basic spatial configuration analysis method, can be applied to
analyze historic areas with high building density. The axis method simplifies continuous
spaces as lines to express humans’ linear movements across spaces and the trends of
traffic [40]. Because urban spaces are largely linear, linear matrices can be used to represent
street networks. A central premise of space syntax research is that the social structure
itself is spatial, and changes in space have an impact on human behavior [41]. The axis
map generated by the axis method is a geometric model of the urban street networks.
After being transformed into a topological graph, the space syntax can be utilized to
calculate the mathematical relationship between each axis and all other axes based on
the graph theory; that is, to calculate the topology depth of each axis relative to all the
other axes. The axis represents the node, and the intersection of the axes represents the
connection between the nodes. The direction change at each connection is a syntax step. In
mathematics, connectivity is one of the basic concepts of the graph theory, describing all
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the direct connections between each street and other adjacent street. Control, the reciprocal
of connectivity, reflects the influence of this street on the surrounding streets. Total depth is
the sum of all possible steps starting from a given node to all other given streets. Global
integration calculates and analyzes the degree of spatial integration of nodes to the other
street spaces. The fewer syntax steps from the node to all positions in the system, the higher
the integration value.

Space syntax involves the division of the spatial scale to clarify the complex topolog-
ical relationships in spaces, thereby enabling architects and urban planners to simulate
the effects of their designs, such as traffic [42] and architectural [43] designs and public
policies [44], on society. As their scientific systems mature and their scope of application
diversifies, space syntax is applied in an increasingly wide range of research on the rela-
tionship between urban forms and socioeconomic activities, such as the spatial patterns of
retail stores [31], land use layouts in new urban areas [45], and the effects of urban projects
on city land prices [46].

Currently, space syntax was applied mainly to investigate spatial behavior and cogni-
tion in city tourism studies, such as through visual analyses of tourists’ movement patterns
in a city [47], improvements in tourism experiences through the examination of the relation-
ship between the street network of a historic area and tourists’ spatial cognition [17], and
the comprehensive application of urban forms and tourist preferences in historic heritage
planning [48]. Few studies were conducted on the spatial layout of tourist service facilities.
Some studies implemented space syntax to explore the structural characteristics of retail
stores in tourist areas [20]. However, studies on the street network structures and tourist
service system characteristics in historic areas are yet to be made.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Area and Data

The southern historic area of the old city is the most densely populated area in Nanjing.
Among the 26 communities in the area, there are 6 communities with more than 1000 people
and 8 with 500–1000 people [49]. In this area, the Qinhuai River connects the city walls
from the east to the west, the Gate of China in the south, and the Baixia Road in the north.
The total area of this region is approximately 6.9 km3, including a number of historic
districts with different functions and characteristics, which embodies the traditional style
of the old city of Nanjing in the Ming and Qing Dynasties. As shown in Figure 1, historic
districts can be divided into three categories according to different development stages.
One is the relatively mature Confucius Temple District (developed in 1984). The second is
the Western Gate District (opened as a scenic spot in 2013), the Pingshi Street-Nanbuting
District (developed in 2012) and the 1865 Creative Park. The third is the Western Gate
District, which was not fully developed. The coexistence of different stages of tourism
development in historic districts enables effective investigation of the relationship between
the street networks and tourism service facilities in this area. Zhu et al. (2017) used Space
Syntax to study the leisure and business districts in the Qianmen area in China [50]. Xu et al.
(2020) used Space Syntax to study the historical towns along the Chinese canals [17]. Based
on the support from literature, the application of Space Syntax in this empirical area is
effective and feasible.
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Figure 1. Location of case study (source: Open Street Map).

Tourist service facilities are distinct from public facilities that serve a local community.
The tourist service POI data in this study were downloaded to the map data processing
program Bigemap software [51]. The downloaded POI data were organized, and 2760 data
related to tourism were selected. In particular, a total of 273 data on tourist attractions
were identified. Because of limitations in resource characteristics, the selected attractions
were primarily distributed in the districts developed as tourist districts. The districts
without tourism development often have only scattered scenic spots, which do not form
a cluster of open tourist attractions. A total of 2487 data on tourist service facilities were
selected. According to the Industrial Classification for National Economic Activities [52],
the facilities were divided into six types: accommodation, catering, shopping, culture,
entertainment, and transportation (Table 1). ArcGIS software (developed by Environmental
Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, USA) was used to establish point data files
labeled with coordinates.

Table 1. Types and ratios of tourist service facilities.

Type Description Number Ratio

Accommodation Star hotels, apartment hotels, express hotels, and hostels 291 11.70%

Catering Chinese restaurants, foreign-style restaurants, snack bars,
patisseries, cafés, teahouses, and bars 863 34.70%

Shopping Shops, supermarkets, convenience stores, and shopping malls 925 37.19%
Entertainment Sports fitness, Karaoke Television, leisure squares, and bathrooms 130 5.23%

Culture Art galleries and exhibition halls 25 1.01%
Transportation Parking lots and ports 253 10.17%

Total 2487 100.00%

A 0.51-m magnification Mercator projection was used as the basic image for the vector
street network data and jointly applied with field surveys to illustrate the street axes.
Humans perceive urban environments by walking and decide whether to continue walking
accordingly [53]. Because historic buildings and remains are vastly distributed in historic
areas, the traditional streets are narrow and mainly for the purpose of walking. A total of
1607 street axes, including all streets and pedestrian lanes, were illustrated and converted
to an axial map by using Depthmap software (developed by University College London).
The map was examined using Node Count, and the syntactic variables were calculated.
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3.2. Spatial Variable of Street Network

Configurations constitute the cores of space syntax [54], and connectivity, control,
depth, and integration values are basic syntactic variables. These variables are used to
quantify the relationship between each pair of nodes and of nodes with the entire structure
as well as the characteristics of the entire structure [55].

The connectivity value Ci represents the connectivity of the street i and indicates the
number of streets neighboring the street i in the system. A higher Ci value indicates that
the street is connected to a greater number of other streets and is more permeable. The
value is calculated as follows:

Ci = k(i) (1)

where i represents a particular street in the system (i = 1, 2, . . . , n. n is the total number of
streets). k represents the total number of streets directly neighboring the street i.

The control value Ctrli represents the level of control a street exerts over its neigh-
boring streets, reflects its influential power over neighboring streets, and is expressed as
the sum of the reciprocals of all connectivity values of the neighboring streets. A higher
Ctrli value indicates that the street is more likely to be a traffic center in the urban street
network. The value is calculated as follows:

Ctrli = ∑k
j=1

1
Ci

, (2)

where k indicates the total number of streets directly neighboring the street i, j (j = 1, 2,
. . . , k) represents the streets directly neighboring i, and Ci is the aforementioned connectiv-
ity value.

The total depth TDi indicates the location depth of a specific street and is expressed
as the mean of the minimum number of steps from the street to all neighboring streets
(assuming that the minimal number of steps between two neighboring streets is 1). A lower
mean spatial depth indicates greater accessibility. The value is calculated as follows:

TDi = ∑n
j=1 dij, (3)

where n represents the total number of streets; dij represents the minimum number of steps
between streets i and j.

Agglomeration represents the accessibility of a street from neighboring streets. Higher
agglomeration indicates higher accessibility. Agglomeration is divided into global and
partial agglomeration, according to the scope of measurement. Global agglomeration Gi
indicates the centrality of a specific street relative to other streets and is a function related
to the reciprocal TDi. Its value is calculated as follows:

Gi =
1

RRAi
=

RAi
Dn

=
2
(

TDi
n−1 − 1

)
(n − 2)Dn

, (4)

Dn =
2[n log2

( n+2
3 − 1

)
+ 1]

(n − 1)(n − 2)
(5)

where RAi is the relative asymmetric value of the global agglomeration, RRAi is the actual
relative asymmetric value of the global agglomeration, Dn is the normalized value of the
relative asymmetric value, TDi indicates the total depth of the street i, and n is the total
number of streets.

3.3. Agglomeration Characteristics of POIs

Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a crucial method for mining geographic spatial
data and is applied to calculate the density of elements surrounding each output pixel. By
using ArcGIS, KDE is performed to identify the distribution model for and density of POIs
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in an urban space [56]. A higher kernel density value indicates a higher POI density as
well as greater agglomeration.

3.4. Correlation between POIs and Street Network Structure

The natural fracture method was used to divide the space syntax variables of the
streets into seven levels. In ArcGIS, based on the inherent natural grouping in the data, this
method was used to judge the natural turning point of variable scores as the classification
boundary, group the similar values most appropriately, and maximize the difference
between various classes [57,58]. In addition, the boundary is set at the maximum difference
position to divide the variables into seven levels [59]. A buffer zone with a 400-m radius
was established for the street axis corresponding to each level of variables [11]. The buffer
distance is the number of steps a pedestrian takes in 5 min under normal circumstances and
fulfills tourists’ cognition inconvenient travel. The tourist service POI density at each level
of the buffer zone (i.e., the number of POIs per km2) was statistically calculated. Bivariate
correlation analysis was performed on the density and the mean space syntax variable
in each buffer zone. Data fitting was conducted through the least-squares method to
analyze the explanatory power of the syntactic variables for the POI density [59]. Through
these methods, the direction and level of street network structures and tourist service POI
agglomeration can be obtained.

Figure 2 illustrates the research framework employed in this study.
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4. Results
4.1. Agglomeration of Tourism Service POIs

ArcGIS was used to perform KDE on tourist service POIs, and the results were classi-
fied at equal intervals (Figure 3). The service POIs almost completely covered the research
area, forming a multilayer structure of core agglomeration area, secondary agglomeration
area, and peripheral area. Due to the different regions and tourism development stages of
historical districts, there are different distribution characteristics and agglomeration types
of tourism facilities. The mature Confucius Temple District (Location 1© in Figure 3a) has
a high concentration of shopping, catering, entertainment, and accommodation facilities,
and is the core agglomeration area of tourism service facilities in the southern historic area.
The Eastern Gate District (Location 2© in Figure 3a) and the Nanbuting District (Location 3©
in Figure 3a) were completely renovated and opened to foreign visits recently and are the
secondary agglomeration area with lower POI (i.e., shopping, catering, and entertainment
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facilities) density than the core agglomeration area. The peripheral area is located in the
Western Gate District, where the tourism has not been completely developed (Location

4© in Figure 3a), and the 1865 Creative Park, which mainly focuses on office functions
(Location 5© in Figure 3a). The peripheral area exhibits the lowest number and density of
tourist service POIs. Numerous scattered transportation POIs form multiple secondary
cores, which are evenly distributed in the southern historic area, providing residents with
convenient daily travel and tourist services. The cultural POIs are sparse and not agglom-
erated. According to Figure 3, most tourist service POIs are agglomerated around tourist
attractions; therefore, there is a correlation between the distribution of tourism service POIs
and the distribution of tourist attractions.
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Through the heat map at noon on 1 October 2021, it is found that the concentration
degree of people in different historic districts is consistent with the perfection of facilities.

Figure 4 shows that during China’s National Day holiday, residents and foreign
tourists travel more, and the population concentration in the south of the old city is high.
The highest concentration is located in the southeast subway station and several compre-
hensive shopping centers. From the perspective of tourists, the Confucius Temple District
has the highest reputation and the most abundant and perfect facilities, so it is the most
attractive to tourists and has the highest concentration of people. The second highest
concentration is in the Eastern Gate District. People gather in the west of the district with
many entertainment, shopping, and catering service facilities. Similarly, in the Nanbuting
District, people gather in the eastern part where accommodation, catering, and entertain-
ment facilities assemble. However, the Western Gate District and 1865 Creative Park are
less crowded due to the undeveloped blocks and the positioning of the business function.
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4.2. Structure of Street Network

According to Equations (1)–(5), Depthmap was employed to calculate the syntactic
variable of each street. As shown in Figure 5, Zhonghua Road (Location 6© in Figure 5a)
exhibits the highest connectivity, the highest control value, and the greatest influence on
its neighboring streets. According to the Nanjing City Master Plan [60] Zhonghua Road is
designated a key street and a historical axis in the major urban public space system, and the
main historic districts such as the Confucius Temple, the Nanbuting, and the Eastern Gate
District are located on both sides of the axis. This also corresponds to the status as a traffic
node according to the space syntax analysis. The low total depth areas and high global
integration areas are distributed along Zhonghua Road, constituting the core region of the
historic area as well as the core agglomeration area of the tourist service POIs. Because of
historical preservation and scenic development, this region exhibits high street network
density and a complex street network structure; this means that Zhonghua Road exerts
great influence over its neighboring streets, a high level of development and accessibility,
and satisfactory spatial penetration. The peripheral area, which exhibits numerous external
traffic nodes, allows for rapid internal and external traffic connections and is thus highly
accessible. Accordingly, some of the streets in this area exhibit high connectivity and
control values. In the entire the southern historic area, no significantly high connectivity
and control value cores are identified.

There are 186 axes in the Confucius Temple, 83 in the Eastern Gate, 90 in the Nanbuting,
73 in the Western Gate District, and 51 in the 1865 Park. The highest average connectivity
and control value is the Nanbuting District. This is because this district is closest to the core
area of integration, mainly large areas of traditional houses, with the most regular road
network, strong connectivity, and compact space. In the 1865 Park, due to the small number
of roads, few connections, and twists and turns, the connectivity was poor, the space was
scattered, and the spatial identifiability was poor. Therefore, the average connectivity and
control value is the lowest and is not in the high global integration area. Although the stages
of tourism development are different, most of the streets in the districts are traditional
streets. In the process of urban renewal, the main structure of the street network will hardly
be changed for the continuation of the historical features. Therefore, the street network
structures are similar, and there is little difference in their accessibility and permeability.
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4.3. Correlations between Tourism Service and Street Network

International Business Machines Corporation Statistical Product and Service Solutions
software (IBM SPSS) was applied to calculate the general correlation between POIs and
the spatial variables of street networks. As shown in Table 2, the POIs are significantly
and positively correlated with the connectivity, control, and global integration of the
street network. As revealed through a comparison between Figures 3 and 4, a high-to-
high agglomeration pattern is present in the spatial relationship between the POIs and
connectivity, control, and global integration. The POIs are significantly and negatively
correlated with total depth, facilitating a high-to-low agglomeration pattern. The spatial
variable most strongly correlated with the POIs is global integration, and the spatial variable
with the weakest correlation is connectivity. The relatively weak correlation of connectivity
and control values with the POIs is due to their high-to-high distribution pattern in the
core agglomeration area and high-to-low distribution pattern in the peripheral area, which
markedly influence the correlation analysis. Combining the five historic blocks, the global
integration of the streets in the tourism facility agglomeration area of all districts, except the
1865 Park, is at the upper-middle level of 4 or higher. The layout of tourism service facilities
is in the area with strongest agglomeration and best accessibility, which further proves the
high correlation between the global integration and the distribution of service facilities.

Table 2. Correlations between tourist service POIs and spatial variables.

Connectivity Control Global Integration Total Depth

Density of tourism
service POIs

r 0.789 * 0.802 * 0.994 ** −0.981 **
Sig. 0.035 0.030 0.000 0.000

Density of
transportation POIs

r 0.847 * 0.887 ** 0.994 ** −0.985 **
Sig. 0.016 0.008 0.000 0.000

Density of
accommodation POIs

r 0.837 * 0.941 ** 0.983 ** −0.963 **
Sig. 0.019 0.001 0.000 0.001

Density of
entertainment POIs

r 0.696 0.600 0.994 ** −0.976 **
Sig. 0.082 0.154 0.000 0.000

Density of shopping
POIs

r 0.801 * 0.732 0.989 ** −0.983 **
Sig. 0.030 0.062 0.000 0.000

Density of catering
POIs

r 0.747 0.456 0.996 ** −0.979 **
Sig. 0.054 0.304 0.000 0.000

** Correlation is significant at 0.01 level. * Correlation is significant at 0.05 level.
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According to Figure 6, the coefficients of determination (R2) are 0.6721, 0.6587, 0.9891,
and 0.984 for connectivity, control, global integration, and total depth, respectively. This
indicates satisfactory fit. The trend of the fit curves is consistent with the correlation analysis
results in Table 2. As illustrated in Figure 5a,b, notable fluctuation can be identified in the
scatter dots and fit curves. The buffer zone with Level 6 connectivity and control values
differed considerably from the other buffer zones in POI density; in particular, the POI
density in this buffer zone is higher than in the Level 7 buffer zone. This is because no
notable agglomeration cores of connectivity and control values are identified. The street
distribution in the Level 6 buffer zone is relatively scattered, and the buffer zone covers
most of the agglomeration areas. The Level 7 buffer zone covers a smaller area of the
agglomeration areas than the Level 6 buffer zone does. Therefore, the number and density
of streets in the Level 6 buffer zone are considerably higher than those in the Level 7
buffer zone.
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A considerable difference was noted between the analysis results for the correlations
between different types of facilities and spatial variables and the analysis results for
the overall correlation between POIs and space syntax. The correlations between the
agglomerations of different types of POIs and street network structures are not completely
consistent.

As shown in Table 2, global integration is most significantly and positively correlated
with each type of POIs, exhibiting a high-to-high agglomeration pattern. All of the POIs
are significantly and negatively correlated with total depth, facilitating a high-to-low
agglomeration pattern. All types of POIs exhibit correlation coefficients higher than 0.9
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with global integration and total depth (i.e., a close correlation). These findings resemble
the general correlation between POIs and spatial variables.

Entertainment, catering, and shopping facilities have a weak correlation with connec-
tion value and control value. No significant correlation was observed between connectivity
and entertainment and catering POIs. However, in Figure 7, the density of entertainment
and catering POIs increases as connectivity increases. Control is not significantly correlated
with entertainment, shopping, or catering POIs. However, as per Figure 8, the densities
of entertainment, shopping, and catering POIs increases following the increase in control.
Accordingly, although connectivity and control are not significantly correlated with some
types of POIs, their increasing trends are generally consistent with POIs’. Considering that
there are only 7 sample data in this study, the correlation between entertainment, catering,
and shopping facilities and connection value as well as control value cannot be completely
determined. However, as the connection value and control value increase, the density
of facilities shows a slight upward trend. In the future research, it will be necessary to
consider increasing the number of samples to further investigate the correlation between
the parameters.
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Compared with the above three types of facilities, the agglomeration of transporta-
tion and accommodation facilities has the highest correlation with street spatial variables,
showing a significant positive correlation. Accommodation facilities are mainly distributed
along Zhonghua Road, which has a high degree of global integration. At the same time,
this gathering trend mainly extends to the periphery of the Confucius Temple District. This
is also because the tourism development in this district is relatively mature. The trans-
portation facilities are mainly parking lots, which are evenly distributed in the southern
historic area. However, there are more transportation facilities along Zhonghua Road
than other regions, which is also due to the optimal traffic location of Zhonghua Road.
During the planning and development of historic districts, most of them are positioned as
pedestrian areas, and the internal streets are not open to traffic, so the parking lots are set
at the periphery of these districts. However, the parking lots are also close to the streets
with high global integration.

5. Discussion

Some studies confirmed a correlation between commercial facility agglomeration
and urban street network structures. However, quantitative studies on the relationship
between tourist service facilities and street networks in historic areas subject to tourism
development remain unsatisfactory. Based on the analysis of the relationship between
commercial facilities and streets in the aforementioned literature, this research focused on
more diverse types of tourism service facilities, and further verified the correlation between
facilities and street networks. Taking the southern historic area in Nanjing, China as the
study area, a detailed field survey was conducted to calibrate the vector street network and
POI data, and KDE was performed on the agglomeration of tourist service POIs. Space
syntax was employed to calculate the spatial characteristics of street axes, and correlation
and regression analyses were conducted to identify the correlation between POIs and street
networks. The results confirmed the feasibility of employing street network space syntax to
analyze tourist service POI agglomeration in historic areas. In study area, the regions with
strongest street agglomeration and best accessibility, as well as the blocks with most mature
tourism development, are the core of tourist facilities. The advantages of the study area lie
in its good accessibility in the city. Urban managers recognized the use of cultural heritage
for tourism development earlier and carried out orderly development of multiple historical
districts in the process of urban development. The disadvantages lie in the obvious gap
between the most mature Confucius Temple District and the subsequent development of
the Western Gate and the Pingshi Street–Nanbuting District in terms of tourism facilities
and population agglomeration on holidays. The challenges are that in the future regional
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planning and construction, tourism and cultural heritage managers need to plan different
locations for different types of facilities according to the strength of the correlation with the
street network, optimize the layout of facilities, and realize the comprehensive rejuvenation
of the area.

Most historic areas encompass multiple historical locations, which possibly achieved
maturity some time previously, recently matured, or are not yet fully mature in terms of
tourism development. Tourist service POI agglomeration analysis enables decision-makers
to systematically clarify the tourist service facility distribution in historic areas; for example,
facility types, locations, quantities, and distribution. This provides a crucial reference for
future historic cultural tourism planning.

Space syntax enables the structural characteristics of urban street networks to be
effectively analyzed. The core regions with the most local accessibility can be identified
through global integration and total depth analysis. Connectivity and control analysis
enable the clarification of the relationship between a specific street and its neighboring
streets and its status as a traffic node or lack thereof. These findings enable decision makers
to adjust street networks to improve the local accessibility of certain regions and optimize
traffic node distribution.

Research on the correlation between street network spatial variables and tourist service
POIs clarifies the differences between the correlations that various types of tourist service
facilities exhibit with spatial variables. This allows decision makers to formulate suitable
strategies for regions subject to various levels of tourism development maturity and types
of tourist service facilities, to deploy tourist service resources appropriately, and to thereby
optimize the spatial distribution of tourist service facilities.

6. Conclusions

The findings in this study mostly support the argument that urban forms affect the
distribution of commercial facilities through street network structures, thereby influencing
the sustainability of a city. POI data analysis is an effective means to quantitatively ana-
lyze tourist service facilities. Rational, objective data analysis supplements the subjective
cognition of decision makers. The model established in this study can be applied to assess
the reasonability of tourist service facility distribution and to enable active adjustments of
sustainable urban development strategies. The results of this study reveal that the agglom-
eration of tourist service facilities in the southern historic area is significantly correlated
with the spatial characteristics of the street networks in the historic area. The results are
expected to provide a valuable reference for urban planning and tourist development in
historic areas.

The spatial distribution of the tourist service facilities in the southern historic area
exhibits a core agglomeration area-secondary agglomeration area-peripheral area multi-
layer structure. The core agglomeration area is the earliest-developed tourism area, the
secondary agglomeration area is the tourism area that developed fully in the recent decade,
and the peripheral area represents areas that are not fully developed as tourist areas.

Tourist service facilities distribution is significantly correlated with the spatial vari-
ables of street networks, exhibiting a high-to-high spatial agglomeration pattern with
connectivity, control, and global integration, but a high-to-low spatial agglomeration pat-
tern with total depth. Regions with high global integration and low total depth are at the
core of historic areas as well as being the primary agglomeration areas for tourist service
facilities.

Among the spatial variables, global integration has the strongest correlation with the
agglomeration of tourism service facilities, while connectivity has the weakest correlation
with the agglomeration. Among all types of tourism service facilities, the agglomeration
of transportation and accommodation service facilities exhibits the closest correlation
with street network’s structure, while the agglomeration of entertainment and shopping
facilities are not significantly correlated with the street network’s structure. In addition,
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the agglomeration of entertainment, catering, and shopping facilities is not significantly
correlated with the street network’s control values.

According to these findings, the following suggestions are proposed for planning
the spatial distribution of tourist service facilities in the historic areas of Nanjing and for
promoting the sustainable development of the landscapes and the city:

• When historic street regions, not yet fully developed as tourist areas, are renovated
per tourism planning, the regions with high levels of global integration and low total
depth (i.e., high levels of traffic accessibility) can be prioritized in the deployment of
tourist service facilities.

• Among the correlations between each type of POI and street network space syntax, the
POIs related to entertainment, catering, and shopping facilities are not significantly
correlated with control values. Therefore, these three types of facilities should be
deployed outside traffic nodes to ensure traffic accessibility. Conversely, transportation
and accommodation facilities should be established at traffic nodes.

• Land use and transportation should be developed in coordination. By connecting
streets and improving the layout of transportation facilities, the accessibility of local
traffic in historical districts can be improved. Thus, more locations can be provided
for the setting of tourism service facilities, and the potential of urban land can be fully
tapped.

This study had several limitations. Firstly, the effects of street levels and landscapes
on the distribution of tourist service POIs were not considered. The width of a street and
its design aesthetics may or may not affect pedestrians’ comfort and, subsequently, their
preferences for tourist service facilities. Future studies should investigate other syntactic
street space indices not explored in this study to comprehensively examine the effects of
street networks on tourist service POI distribution. Secondly, internal economic indices
such as the operating scale of tourist service facilities, the number of employees, and annual
turnover were not examined in this study. Economic benefits are an internal factor affecting
the distribution of tourist service facilities, and further research is required to explore
this factor.
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